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Surgam is the literary magazine of the Philolex-
ian Society. We publish three issues a year: conventional 
Fall and Spring editions, and a Winter edition that features  
poems from Philo’s annual Alfred Joyce Kilmer Bad Poetry Con-
test.

To submit works of literary and artistic merit,  
email submit2surgam@gmail.com

The Philolexian Society is a lit-
erary and debate society and the oldest student group on cam-
pus. We have debates every Thursday night, usually held in  
Lerner Hall’s Broadway Room.

For more information, visit www.philo.org

Many of the images in this issue originally appeared in color. 
To view a digital version of this magazine,  
please visit surgammag.wordpress.coml
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The fall of 2016 will go down in history for many 
reasons. I know that Surgam will be the biggest one. 
I kid, of course. That being said, working on Sur-
gam during these months has been a treat. These are 
uncertain times we live in, and there is something 
ultimately comforting and beautiful knowing that 
literature and writing aren’t going anywhere. During 
times of doubt and unrest, art is one of our most im-
portant tools. Thanks for sharing yours with me!

With the help of my editorial board, I’ve chosen a 
group of writings and images that I think convey 
both the tone of 2016 and Philo. Topics range from 
the sillier thoughts of an intoxicated brain to the 
painful messiness of womanhood, which pretty 
much sums it up. All of them have immense heart, 
wit, and nerve, and I feel so fortunate to have such a 
talented group of writers. 

So, sit back and enjoy. Whether you seek respite, 
entertainment, or just a little bit of fun, these writers 
have got it all. I do so hope that you enjoy them as 
much as I do!

Juliana Kaplan
Literary Czar, 2016-2017

Editor’s Note
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An Apology For George
Corinne J Rabbin-Birnbaum

I found a fly in my room the other day
I named him George, but he couldn’t stay
SQUISH he went between my fingers
Sorry George, but I couldn’t let you linger

But soon George’s friend came by
And another, and another, never shy
Samantha, Clark, Doyle, and Dean
Randy, Lila, Xavier, and Keane
They partied around my head
And visited me in my bed

I killed Greg and Jake with a vacuum
A rolled up newspaper was Amira’s doom
I slammed my laptop shut on Finley
But no matter what they wouldn’t go quickly

Joseph and Sally and Gemma buzzed in my ears
Nora’s bite left me in tears
Roarke got in my mouth
And finally I decided I had to flee south 

But before I left, the flies in formation spelled out a 
plea
“NEVER FORGET GEORGE, WHOM YOU 
KILLED FANCY FREE”
I finally knew why these fiends were here
Why it was torturing me that they held most dear

I’m sorry, George! I’ve learned my lesson!
You’ve got me now, I’m finally confessin’!
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An Apology For George

I did you wrong, you deserved better!
I was stupid, careless, just let me free from this fetter!

Tell Kenny to get out of my sugar!
Banish Arlene from my rice cooker!
Tell Danny that my nose isn’t his own!
Tell all of your friends to just leave me alone!
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Rumiko Inoue

Filled Vessels

Our bodies are
Bloated by 
Unspoken phrases

It is the bliss 
Of an after-thought

Filling us 
Beneath the June sky 

Where cicadas
Cry with the rain

Their wings 
Beating against

Our lost cause 
To detangle and to cleanse
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The gin is in my head and I don’t even care that 
you’re sitting on the rumpled cover of your perpet-
ually unmade bed, just looking at me. My muscles 
are twitching too much to hold in my stomach. All 
I can do is see myself from your perspective. Berger 
was right, I’ve come to “consider the surveyer and 
the surveyed within her [me] as the two constituent 
yet always distinct elements of her [my] identity as a 
woman” (Berger 46).

As I see myself in your eyes, all I noticed is that my 
body is covered in a litany of bruises. I don’t know 
how I collected them all, but despite their probable 
mundane causes, I feel marred by them. I am de-
finitively ashamed. Bruises form a roadmap up my 
body, the massive dent in my shinbone the first thing 
I will ever notice about myself. My knees are scuffed 
like a little kid again, or like a girl who just gave head 
kneeling on a frat’s basement floor. I feel you mak-
ing your way up, my thighs zipping together like a 
ballerina in first position as I try to hide the ring of a 
bite mark on the inside of my left abductor. Another 
bruise blooms like a rose on my rump, another deep 
in my quad muscle, another set of small bites on my 
hipbones, a record. My arms have little bruises that 
look just like fingerprints, running all down them, 
little brown marks that are just slightly darker than 
the rest. Looking at myself from your eyes, suddenly 
what you think of me seems of paramount impor-
tance. You bark at me to turn around, to stop cover-
ing myself with my hands. My nakedness leaves me 

Gabrielle Kloppers 

Men Act. Women Appear.
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Men Act. Women Appear. 

at a disadvantage. Perhaps this is why my “own sense 
of being in herself [myself] is supplanted by a sense 
of being appreciated as herself [myself] by another” 
(Berger 46). How fun, even when trying to describe 
this quintessentially female experience, I use the 
words of a man. 

I used to see myself in the mirror of my dance studio, 
tall and brown and strong like an oak. Even then I 
was continually accompanied by my own image of 
myself. Without understanding or having read the 
Metamorphoses, I saw myself as Daphne, my fingers 
flowering as I danced, my arms muscled and holding 
themselves up like branches. I get the same feeling 
now, as I see your slight grin, the upturn of your 
mouth-corners that is vaguely menacing to me, even 
now, even now. I embody her fear now, knowing that 
you can feel my presence as a physical emanation, a 
kind of heat or smell or aura, knowing that you can 
smell me and I cannot get away. My feet are planted 
firmly on the ground, I can feel the roots growing 
down even further, colonnettes in a cathedral, reach-
ing deep into the ground and keeping me upright yet 
so incapable of moving. I can feel you grazing at me 
with outstretched jaws, but my face is in the canopy 
of gin and sleeping pills and all I can do is shake my 
heavy crown like a head giving consent.

Works Cited

Berger, John. Ways of Seeing. Penguin Books, 1973.
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I bought a Turkish carpet today. It’s pretty small but 
it cost $160; it takes a nomad woman in the Eastern 
part of the country three months to make one of 
these—so I was told. Here’s the thing: buying a carpet 
is no ordinary sale. It’s a battle of wills.

You walk by a carpet store. You have no expectation 
of buying a carpet (“no one comes to Turkey expect-
ing to buy a carpet, but everyone ends up leaving 
with one”). The owner invites you in, and you calmly 
accept his invitation knowing that no carpet buying 
is happening today. A boy named Ahmed is called 
to bring tea (although he is only called with very 
loud yelling so his name might as well be Ahmed!!!). 
Ahmed!!! is dispatched to bring tea. You talk to the 
owner about Istanbul, about politics, about Life. He 
asks you what you think of Turkey. You love it. The 
tea comes. He offers you a cigarette. No mention of 
carpets is made.

He casually takes out a carpet, carelessly throws it 
on the floor and tells you a story about it. Then he 
takes 5, 10, 15 more until they’re strewn all over 
the ground. He invites you to look at them. No, he 
knows you won’t buy them because they cost three or 
four thousand dollars. No problem.

“What is your budget?” he asks, “you don’t want to 
buy a carpet? OK, well how much do you think a car-
pet costs? $100!? No way! This piece of trash here,” 
he exclaims while showing you a gross and inferior 

Sasha Grafit
Turkish Carpet Hustle 
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Turkish Carpet Hustle

carpet, “is $100.” You discover that a good Turkish 
carpet is at least $200. How about this one? “Wow 
that one is beautiful, but I’m not buying a carpet 
today. I promise you.”

Ahmed!!!! More tea. Another cigarette.

The proprietor tells you his theories on raising kids 
in Istanbul versus Australia. He tells you where he 
goes to get these carpets. He explains that women in 
Turkey are conservative; they don’t have therapists. 
Their carpets are their catharsis. They weave their 
hopes and dreams, worries and frustrations into 
these carpets. “Look here! You can see it!”

You talk about investments, about banks, about 
credit crises, and the Eurozone. He tells you about 
his favorite bathhouse. He tells you he loves Russian 
girls but only to fuck (the tea has him loose lipped). 
You talk and you talk. A calculator gets passed back 
and forth as you type in more and more ridiculous 
numbers. Of course they’re ridiculous! You don’t 
want to buy a carpet.

Ahmed!!! Clears all the carpets but the one you 
seemed to like. It looks pretty good come to think of 
it. You’re told that a carpet is a lifelong investment 
and this one is quite a beauty. Hmm, you could kind 
of see it on your floor. But you don’t want to buy a 
carpet!
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Turkish Carpet Hustle

AHMEDDDD!!! You’re given Turkish delight sweets. 
You offer a price 80 dollars less than what he orig-
inally said. He tells you you’re killing him. He tells 
you that when two men share a cup of tea, it guar-
antees 40 years of friendship. You’ve just imprisoned 
yourself to a century of amiability. “Ok, my friend, 
this is my last price,” he says. It’s $175 when you 
offered 150. You realize this price is more than any 
rug should cost, but by now you’ve looked at it too 
long. It’s in your mind. You want the handiwork of a 
Turkish woman who slaved for months to make this 
intricate thing. The colors are psychedelic. You ask if 
it can fly. “Of course! You sit on it for one hour with 
one bottle of Jack Daniels and it flies!”

You’re done; you hate this man and you hate this 
carpet, but you need it. It’s the only thing that could 
make you happy. You say, “160.” He asks if that’s what 
you need to be happy. You say, “Yes,” and you shake 
hands. You’re a loser, but you walk out of the rag 
shop with the biggest shit-eating grin on your face 
and smile as all the two-bit carpet hustlers on the 
street ask you if you just bought a rug and congratu-
late you on the wisdom of your purchase.
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Rhapsodie No. 11 in Eb Major
Michelle Chow
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I learned about work
in school.  FΔxcosθ.
Effects cost Ada. Who the hell is Ada?
Cost her what? Cost her
her job, her health, her friends,
her kids? Christ, who isn’t Ada?

EPEA—EPEB, or qΔV. Whichever
you like. Little V cries in the queue
because she wants a goddamn epee,
the bougie little pissweasel.
If you think Ada gives a shit
about any of this, you’re wrong.

Some other ways I learned about work:
eye strain, cubicles, punch cards,
getting punched in the face hard,
Bertrand and Karl and Rihanna,
sweating on hot sidewalks,
making aggressive eye contact
with strangers on the street.

I’m usually good with things
That don’t make sense, so I just
Can’t understand why I’m so damn bad with money.

Ada, you’re a goddamn modern hero,
an industrial Atlas who don’t get paid to shrug,
upon whose hunching shoulders and minuscule
Purchasing Power! the entire
Free World puts up its heavy stinking feet.

Jean Kim

werk
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cabernet sauvignon tastes like my first college boy-
friend, first blowjob, weed, like nights spent lying 
awake next to him wondering why i felt nothing 
at all. now i spike my coffee late at night and drink 
until i can no longer bear being alone. i stumble 
back home from wherever i’ve been at three a.m. and 
wake up at seven, always without a hangover. i eat 
one hard-boiled egg and think about how it’s been 
four years since i’ve slept with someone i wanted to 
see in the morning. the pastries i buy that remind me 
of home become hard and moldy almost immediate-
ly in my overheated apartment, so i buy them one-
by-one each morning. when i’m in line at the bakery 
i think about how humans are not bread, and yet i’ve 
found that the only way i can make someone stay is 
if i swap my heart out for an icebox and crystallize 
them in the back.

Veronica Suchodolski

complex carbohydrates
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I’m floating and I’m spinning and I
I’m just, it’s just, I’m just 
describing these emotions and sensations to you.

Did you see that commercial?
It was so beautiful it made me laugh and cry
and my laughs are eternal,
they just keep radiating.

I’m radiating like an atomic weapon;
wait not like that because I’m happy.
I’m mellow, I’m good.

Why is time moving so fast?
Slow?
I can’t really tell if it’s one or the other either;
too fast or too slow?

Why does my stomach hurt?
I’m feeling some sort of pain in my stomach,
like I’m carrying a child.
Do you think weed impregnated me?

Are dimensions connecting us?
I’m in a dimension, you’re in a dimension,
we’re all in dimensions
like dementors from Harry Potter. 

I don’t understand why time’s moving the way it’s 
moving
cause it’s not moving at the right time.

Julia Weingarden

Your Brain on Drugs 
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Your Brain on Drugs

But you’d think it know cause it is time.

Time kinda hurts.
Time moves and it tears your fingernails a bit
but I don’t have fingernails cause I bit them off.

My fingers are dry.
My lips are dry, I’m thirsty. 
So thirsty
and so high. 

────
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